Enjoy the comfort and security of rolling shutters

Commercial Applications

Your property is
your investment.

How do you
protect it?
Every year, businesses lose
millions of dollars due to property
damage. Although theft and
vandalism are the leading causes,
damage from heavy storms can
be a big contributor as well.
Rollac Shutters manufactures
rolling shutters that not only
protect your commercial property
from harm, they provide a wealth
of additional benefits that you’ll
enjoy on a daily basis including:

Storm Protection
Building Security
Energy Savings
U.V. Protection
Light Control
Noise Reduction
Privacy
Automated Control
With over 30 years of expertise
in the rolling shutter industry,
Rollac has developed a custom fit
solution for your business needs.

Applications
Commercial Buildings
Bank
Bar
Casino
Coffee House
Convention Center
Gas Station
Office Building
Pawn Shop
Pharmacy
Restaurant
Retail Store
Shopping Mall
Warehouse

Residential Buildings
Apartments
Condominium
Dormitory
Nursing home
Government Buildings
Capitol
City Hall
Consulate
Fire Station
Police Station
Post Office
Correctional Facility

Community Buildings
Church
College
Community Hall
School
Library
Theater
University
Shelter
Industrial Buildings
Brewery
Factory
Refinery

Other
Bakery
Bookstore
Clinic
Department Store
Fast-food Restaurant
Food Court
Hospital
Kiosk
Plant Nursery
Safe Room
Server Farm
Stadium
Hotel

Hurricane
Security

Hurricane Approved Slats

Tested against impact and deflection. They come
equipped to accept the End Retention Sidelocks.

End Retention Sidelock

Sidelocks physically attach to the slat curtain
and lock in to the rails, preventing curtain pullout.

End Retention Rail

End Retention Rail uses a special
channel that houses the curtain side locks.

A Secure Combination
A combination of sidelocks that attach to the shutter
curtain and a special rail that prevents the slats from
being pulled out under high pressure.
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Building
Security

Single Wall Slat

Even with it’s light weight design the RLL59 retains it’s
amazing performance. The single wall slat excels in
outdoor protection.

Detail of the RLL59 Slat

CFC Free Hard Foam Slat

Rollac’s A200 hard foam is twice as strong as the standard
foam filling found in regular rolling shutter slats.
How good is it? Try to scratch it with your fingernail. Now
try to scratch it with a screwdriver... it’s that strong.

MIAMI-DADE

Rollac’s regular and hard
foam slats. A denser slat
makes for a more rigid
curtain.
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Security
Grilles

Keep Merchandise Secure and Visible
Businesses want to be able to protect their property
while presenting their merchandise after hours. Rollac’s
perforated grille protects valuables while still allowing
customers and authorities to have a view into the inside.

One Slat, Two Punch Styles

Rollac’s security grilles offer two different punch sizes to
suit your needs. For more visibility, the larger rectangle
pattern is ideal. The smaller square pattern allows you
to keep products next to the shutter without any hands
slipping through. It’s also possible to mix the two slat
styles together for a custom application and look.

44% Visibility

15% Visibility
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Counter

Shutters

CFC Free Regular Foam Shutter

The A150 Counter Shutter solution has been designed for
easy operation and integration. The small housing space
required makes it easy to install with low visual impact.
The aluminum foam filled profile has been designed for
durability and the foam insulation gives it the necessary
strength. This efficient design makes it a light weight
solution that also allows for easy operation.

Lexan Shutter

The clear lexan solution is a lightweight translucent shutter
that creates a solid barrier without blocking sight in and
out of a room. An excellent interior choice that prevents a
claustrophobic feel of a completely closed in space.
Clear lexan shutters provide an open feel in a room
where a physical barrier is desired.
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Shutter Control
Rollac has a wide variety of methods to operate your shutters. Because every installation is different, an
authorized Rollac sales associate will help you design the right operator method that will fit your needs.

Control the entire building
Control sections of the building
Control individual shutters
Control each shutter independently, as a
group, or operate all of the shutters in the
building at once. Have complete control over
your security with the touch of a button.

Automation

Automation Control Accessories

Manual Operation

Motor with Switch
Motor with Remote Control
Motor with Manual Override
Motor with Remote Control and Manual Override

Exterior Key Switch
Exterior Key Pad
Multi Channel Remote Control

Pull Strap
Strap Crank
Gear Crank
Spring Loaded System
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Towards Superior Technology
and Higher Environmental Standards
Rollac Rolling Shutters is a leading manufacturer of rolling shutters. With more than 30 years of experience, we believe
that technology and quality service are the driving forces behind our rolling shutters. We take pride in the fact that we
are the only company in North America that manufactures rolling shutters from raw materials to finished solutions.
Using the latest technology at hand, all our solutions are engineered in house and suited to accommodate the American
market. If you need a rolling shutter to protect from solar heat gain, a shield for security, or Miami Dade wind storm
protection, Rollac Rolling Shutters provides the right solution.
Buildings consume 39% of all energy and are also the largest source of carbon dioxide emission in the USA. Therefore,
we at Rollac strive to engage in environmentally responsible practices and pledge to integrate principles of sustainability
into our rolling shutters and our day to day operations.

We consider it our responsibility to have a leading role in the
industry and are proud to partner with experts and organizations
that contribute to our knowledge of sustainability.
5331 West Orange Street
Pearland, TX 77581
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PARTNER

P: 281.485.1911
F: 281.485.0839
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